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Name:__________________       Date:_______

Gandhi Biography

1. Introduction

Mohandas Gandhi was the most 
important civil rights leader in 
India. India is a country in Asia. 
He wanted independence from 
Great Britain. Gandhi inspired
people to fight for civil rights 
and freedom around the world.

2. Early Life

Gandhi was born in India in 1869. 
After Gandhi finished school, he 
went to London, England, to 
become a lawyer. When he was 
24, he moved to South Africa to 
work as a lawyer. He lived in here 
for twenty-one years. At the 
time, there were not many 
Indians in South Africa. Many of 
the Indians were not treated 
fairly. Gandhi decided to help 
Indians. As a lawyer, Gandhi 
helped many Indians in South 
Africa. 

3. Gandhi Returns to India

In 1915, Gandhi returned to 
India. At the time, the British

Gandhi in 1944

ruled India. India was a colony
of Great Britain. Gandhi 
believed the British did not 
treat the Indians fairly. 
He decided to protest against 
Great Britain, but he did not 
want to use violence. Gandhi 
protested peacefully. For 
example, Gandhi made his own 
clothes. He did not want to 
buy clothes from the British 
and give them more money. In 
addition, Gandhi and 
thousands of Indians marched 
241 miles to the sea to make 
salt. Gandhi did not want to 
buy salt from the British 
because it was very expensive. 
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The British became angry with 
Gandhi. He was put in prison 
many times for organizing these 
protests. He fasted in
prison to protest. This means 
he did not eat. One time, 
Gandhi fasted for twenty-one 
days. The British government 
released him from prison 
because the Indian people loved 
Gandhi. The British were afraid 
the Indian people would be 
angry if they let him die.

4. Conclusion

In 1947 India became free 
from Great Britain. Gandhi

finally saw his dream come true.
Unfortunately, Gandhi was killed 
soon afterwards by a terrorist 
on January 30, 1948. 

Although Gandhi’s life was cut 
short, he will be remembered 
for many reasons.  First, he 
helped many Indian people.  
Second, he helped India become 
a free country. Finally, he 
inspired many people around the 
world to fight for what they 
believe in without using violence.

Vocabulary Word Definition

independence noun to be free

inspired    verb to make someone want to do 
something

civil rights    (plural) noun every person’s rights; to be 
treated fairly

colony    noun    (singular) a country that is owned by 
another country

protest    verb to show you do not like 
something

fast verb to not eat

released   verb to be let out
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6. Spelling Practice: Unscramble the vocabulary words and 
spell the word correctly on the line (tip: the sentences 
with the words are in the text)

a. Gandhi decided to rptsote________________ against 

Great Britain.

b. India was a lyonoc ___________________ of Great 

Britain. 

c. Gandhi setdaf _____________ in prison to protest.

d. Gandhi ispdreni _______________ people to fight for 

vlcii igrsht __________________ around the world.

e. The British government elsarede _________________ 

him from prison because the Indian people loved Gandhi. 

f. Gandhi wanted pniedenecden ________________ from 

Great Britain.

Bonus (not vocabulary words, but in the reading)

g. As a arwlye_________________, Gandhi helped many 

Indians in South Africa. 

h. In South Africa, many of the Indians were not treated 

ayifrl ____________________.

i. Gandhi did not want to buy tlecosh ________________ 

from the British and give them more money.
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a. Before it became a country, the United States was a 

_________________ of Great Britain.

b. Americans celebrate their ________________ from 

Great Britain on July 4. 

c. Some people __________________ as a way to protest 

something in which they disagree. 

d. The right to say what you want without fear of being hurt 

is one of our _____________________.

e. After the lion’s broken leg healed, it was 

___________________ from the animal hospital and put 

back into the wild.

f. My dad ____________________ me to become a 

teacher. 

g. Martin Luther King Jr. learned to __________________

peacefully from Gandhi. 

independence       inspired
civil rights           colony
protest                fast

released

7. Cloze Sentences: Complete the sentences with the 
correct vocabulary word.
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8. Grammar: Change verbs to the past or present tense. 
(hint: all verbs are in the reading)

7. Text Structure

a. Write the title:______________________________

b. List the subheadings (subheadings are the section titles)

 Introduction
 _______________________
 _______________________
 _______________________
 _______________________ 
 _______________________

c. Underline the topic sentence and concluding sentence.

Present Past

a. inspire 

b. finish

c. move

d. live

e. return

f. become

g. ________________

h. make

i. put

a. __________________

b. __________________

c. __________________

d. __________________

e. __________________

f. __________________

g. was/were

h. __________________

i. __________________
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9. Sequencing Main Events: List the main events in order. 

 First, Gandhi was born.

 Second, ____________________________________

 Third, _____________________________________

 Fourth, ____________________________________

 Finally,  ____________________________________

10. Comprehension Questions: 1) Underline the question 
word once, verb twice, and circle the subject. 2) Answer the 
questions in complete sentences.

a. Who was Gandhi?

b. Where was Gandhi born?

Gandhi moved to South Africa.

Gandhi was born.

Gandhi marched to the sea to make salt.

Gandhi died.

Gandhi returned to India.
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c. When was Gandhi born?

d. What was Gandhi’s job in South Africa? Who did he help?

e. Why did Gandhi protest against Great Britain?

f. How did Gandhi protest against Great Britain?

g. Why was Gandhi important?
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Cause Effect

The British did not 
treat the Indians 

fairly. 

Gandhi made his 
own clothes.

Think about it: Gandhi fought for the civil rights of Indians because they 

were not treated fairly by the British. Is there a group of people who you 
believe are not treated fairly? What would you do to help them?
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Salt was very 
expensive.



Name:______________________                              Date:_______

Title = ___________________________________

Topic Sentence = _______________________________________

____________________________________________________

Details Examples

•

•

•

•

•

•

Concluding Sentence:__________________________________

__________________________________________________
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Name;_______________________ Date:____________

Title:____________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________
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independence to be free

inspired
to make someone 

want to do 
something

civil rights 
every person’s 

rights; to be 

treated fairly

colony
a country that is 

owned by another 
country

protest
to show you do 

not like something

fast to not eat

released to be let out
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